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high Speed Coin ReCyCLing
Coin recycling improves transaction speed, saves labor, reduces mistakes, minimizes service disruptions for refills and simplifies 
cash management. the CLS Coin Recycler now makes all that possible in the industry’s smallest footprint—providing the flexibility 
to introduce efficient and accurate coin management into an embedded solution or locate it on a counter top. new-found 
simplicity will improve customer service and increase store profitability.

   Saves labor preparing coins for daily use and processing coins for deposit

   high speed transactions accelerate customers through the transaction queue

   fast bulk coin loading improves  
operational efficiency

   high capacity hoppers require fewer refills

   double locking, fully enclosed system  
secures the coins and minimizes shrink

   Compact footprint enables a  
variety of applications
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   Coin input Speed 
10 coins per second (cps)  
acceptance speed

   Validation Speed 
first coin accepted < 2 seconds

   Coin output Speed 
 Up to 6 cps

   Bulk Coin input 
30 mixed coins at once

   maximum output 
Bowl cup capacity of 50 coins

   Coin denominations 
Up to 8 coin denominations possible

   Coin Capacity 
 maximum 335 1 € coins  
in a single hopper 
double and triple hoppers available

   Currencies 
Certified currency list available  
upon request

   Compact footprint 
most compact coin recycler available at:  
250 mm h x 300 mm W x 400 mm L 
With coin cup:  
250 mm h x 300 mm W x 418 mm L

   placement 
 free standing counter top  
coin recycling or can be embedded  
in a cash payment device

   Safety feature 
 Safety switch automatically shuts  
down operation when opened

   Security 
 dual locking system limits  
access to coins

   power 
 24V power supply unit permanently 
suppying at least 5V

   hardware protocol 
USB

   Software protocol 
cctalk®

   Certifications 
Ce and UL approved as well  
as ada compliant

CLS high Speed Coin ReCyCLing
Coin recycling enables operational efficiency in a variety of retail and financial applications. Less time 
spent counting and processing coin transactions means managers can focus on more important 
activities. from the cashier in a grocery lane to the teller at the bank to a free-standing payment kiosk, 
the CLS Coin Recycler has proven to save labor, reduce shrink, minimize reconciliation headaches and 
improve overall operational efficiency.


